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Overview 

We propose three main experiments at FACET: 
 
 
1)  Dispersion-Free Steering and System Identification 

 (aka: BBA-SI,, or T501) 

2)  Measurement of short- and long-range wakefields in the CLIC 
Accelerating Structures  

 (aka: Experimental verification of wakefield suppression in the   
          CLIC accelerating structures, CLASSE) 

3)  Measurement of collimators wakefield 
 (see next talk by J. Resta-Lopez) 
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FACET Layout 

G. De Michele - A. Latina 

The FACET facility uses the first two-thirds of the SLAC linac (sectors 0 
through 20) to deliver electron (positron) beams to the experimental area 

Species e+ e- 

Energy [GeV] 1.2-20 1.2-20 

Charge [nC] 3.2…4.8 -2.6 

Sigma z [mm] 1 1 

γεx/γεy [mm mrad] 30/3 30/3 
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Experimental verification of Beam-Based Alignment 
and System Identification Algorithms 

•  The	  very	  small	  emiUances	  in	  future	  linear	  colliders	  require	  fast	  correc&on	  of	  
sta&c	  and	  dynamic	  imperfec&ons,	  e.g.	  misalignment	  and	  ground	  mo&on.	  
This	  is	  achieved	  using	  beam-‐based	  alignment	  algorithms	  and	  feedbacks	  

•  The	  effec&veness	  of	  such	  algorithms	  is	  limited	  by	  the	  knowledge	  of	  the	  
system,	  i.e.	  the	  matrix	  represen&ng	  the	  response	  of	  the	  beam	  trajectory	  to	  
the	  ac&on	  of	  the	  correctors	  

•  FACET,	  with	  its	  2	  km	  long	  linac	  accelera&ng	  electrons	  (and	  positrons)	  with	  
micrometric	  emiUances,	  offers	  an	  unique	  and	  ideal	  setup	  for	  tes&ng	  beam-‐
based	  alignment	  (BBA)	  and	  system	  iden&fica&on	  (SI)	  algorithms	  

•  We	  believe	  that	  this	  experiment	  is	  crucial	  to	  consolidate	  and	  perfect	  the	  
procedures	  needed	  to	  commission	  and	  operate	  future	  linear	  colliders.	  
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Emittance growth in the CLIC main linac 
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Example	  of	  simple	  beam-‐based	  correc&on:	  1:1	  steering	  

Pre-‐alignment	  specifica&ons	  of	  the	  CLIC	  main	  linac	  
components	  (for	  the	  beam	  to	  go	  through)	  

Simulated	  emiUance	  growth	  in	  the	  ML	  

Emittance at ML injection Static budget Dynamic budget 

H: εH<600 nm ΔεH<30 nm ΔεH<30 nm 

V: εV<10 nm ΔεV<5 nm ΔεV<5 nm 
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DFS: remove dispersion to reduce the 
emittance growth 
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DFS	  correc&on:	  

EmiUance	  growth	  is	  largely	  reduced	  

•  In	  CLIC:	  yet	  is	  far	  too	  large,	  due	  to	  
wakefields	  in	  the	  accelera&ng	  
structures	  

•  In	  CLIC	  other	  BBA	  algorithms	  must	  be	  
used	  (RF	  alignment)	  

	  
We	  need	  to	  test	  DFS.	  



BBA experiment at FACET 
•  We	  need	  to	  measure	  the	  orbit	  and	  the	  dispersion	  via	  BPM	  readings	  
•  Energy	  difference	  to	  measure	  the	  dispersion	  has	  been	  obtained	  offse^ng	  the	  RF-‐

phase	  of	  1	  klystron	  in	  Sector	  10,	  by	  90	  degrees	  
–  This	  induces	  a	  -‐1.3%	  energy	  difference	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  linac,	  about	  300	  MeV	  
–  (simula&ons	  showed	  that	  it	  is	  sufficient)	  

•  Dispersion	  response	  is:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  D	  =	  R1	  –	  R0	  
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•  Bpm	  resolu&on	  is	  ~40	  um	  
•  We	  need	  to	  sample	  the	  orbits	  for	  

10	  seconds	  at	  10	  Hz	  to	  measure	  
with	  resolu&on	  ~4	  um	  



Simula&on	  of	  BBA	  at	  FACET:	  
Orbit	  and	  Dispersion	  Correc&on	  

matrix (from the simulation, or from the optics) the system identification algorithm (also in this proposal)
will adapt such a matrix to the “real” response matrix of the system, automatically.

Simulation

A simulation of the SLC linac from sector 2 to sector 19 has been performed to evaluate the performance of
dispersion-free steering, using the tracking code PLACET[7]. In the following, a few details on the beam-
based alignment techniques that have been used will be given. The results of the simulations will also be
illustrated.

One-to-one correction technique steers the beam to its nominal trajectory using the BPM readings and
the orbit response matrix. This is useful to get the beam go through the machine, but it is generally not
sufficient because it does not correct the systematic errors introduced by the misaligned BPMs. To overcome
this limitation, dispersion-free steering attempts not just to steer the beam to its nominal orbit, but also to
correct the beam dispersion at the same time. Applying DFS corresponds to solving the following system of
equations: 0
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where R is the orbit response matrix; D is the dispersion response matrix; I is the identity matrix; ✓ is the
(unknown) vector of corrections; b is the vector of the measured BPM readings; ⌘ and ⌘0 are, respectively,
the measured and the nominal dispersions; !1 is a weighting factor to balance between the orbit and the
dispersion terms, and finally � is a free parameter to be tuned to limit the amplitude of the corrections. The
factor � is chosen empirically, whereas one can estimate the weight factor !1 using the formula:

!2
1 =

�2
bpm precision + �2

bpm offset

�2
bpm precision

. (2)

To measure the dispersion ⌘ along the line, one or more test-beams with energies different than the nominal
must be used. Note that the measure of dispersion, which is the difference between beam trajectories, does
not suffer from the systematic error introduced by the offset BPMs. One-to-one correction and dispersion-free
steering are essential tools that reduce the emittance growth caused by misaligned accelerator components
to few percents. A summary of the relevant quantities used in the simulation is presented in Tabs. 4 and 5.

Symbol Value, RMS
�quadrupole offset 100 µm

�bpm offset 100 µm
�bpm precision 50-80 µm

Table 4: Misalignment and BPM precision values used for in the SLC linac simulation.

Symbol Value
�✏

x

3.0 · 10�5
m · rad

�✏
y

0.25 · 10�5
m · rad

�
z

1 mm
�
E

1%
q 3.24 nC
E0 1.19 GeV

Table 5: Relevant beam parameters at sector-2 injection.

From these numbers, and assuming a conservative BPM resolution of 80 µm, the weight !1 has been
calculated using Eq. 2:
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Misalignment	  and	  BPM	  precision	  values	  

Relevant	  beam	  parameters	  at	  injec&on	   EmiUance	  growth	  with	  sta&c	  imperfec&ons,	  aier	  beam-‐based	  
alignment.	  The	  result	  is	  the	  average	  of	  100	  random	  seeds.	  
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Table 1: (top) Misalignment and BPM precision values
used for in the SLC linac simulation. (bottom) Relevant
beam parameters at sector-2 injection.

Symbol Value, RMS
�quadrupole offset 100 µm
�bpm offset 100 µm
�bpm precision 5 µm

Symbol Value
�✏

x

3.0 · 10�5 m · rad
�✏

y

0.25 · 10�5 m · rad
�
z

1 mm
�
E

1%
q 3.24 nC
E

0

1.19 GeV

algorithm convergence is the “Frobenius” distance between
the estimated response matrix and the “theoretical” matrix,
calculated numerically:

�R =
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The definition of “Frobenius” norm is kRk
F

=p
tr (RRT ). The result of the simulations, showing the

convergence for different values of the permitted excita-
tion, are shown in Fig. 1. There the black line, that is the
line manifesting the quickest convergence, corresponds to
the realistic case of 1 mm orbit oscillation.
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Figure 1: Convergence of the system identification algo-
rithm. A relative error of 1% is considered sufficient to per-
form BBA. The result is the average of 100 random seeds.

Beam-Based Alignment

In order to create the energy difference necessary to mea-
sure the dispersion, we have offset the sub-booster phases,
in sectors 2-6 and 11-16, by -5 degrees. A careful selection
of the free parameters has lead us to select � = 1 [µm/kV],
! = 14 as working point of our algorithms. Furthermore,
the linac has been divided in 16 bins, with 50% overlap.
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Emittance growth with static imperfections, after
beam-based alignment. The result is the average of 100
random seeds.

Beam-Based Alignment with an Imperfect Model

In order to simulate the impact of an imperfect model
knowledge, we have applied BBA using imperfect response
matrices of arbitrary relative error with respect to the the-
oretical one. Given a matrix R

theoretical

, one can create a
matrix with arbitrary r.m.s. relative error “derr” using the
following algorithm:

1. define:

Rmask :=

(
1 if R

theoretical,ij

6= 0

0 if R
theoretical,ij

= 0

2. calculate:
Rimperfect := R

theoretical

+
kR

theoretical

k
F

kR
mask

k
F

·

· (R
mask

.* randn(size(Rmask))) · derr

where R
mask

is a matrix containing one for the elements
of R

theoretical

that are different than zero and zero for all
the others; “randn()” is a matrix with normally distributed
random elements, the same size as R

theoretical

; and “deer”
is the desired relative error.

We have simulated the emittance growth of 1000 random
seeds using the same set of free parameters described in
the previous paragraph. We simulated 1000 random seeds
because the numerical sampling of the system must not just
take into account the randomness of the misalignments, but
also the arbitrariness of the response matrix; so each seed
is subject to a different set of misalignments and a different
imperfect response matrix. Figure 3 shows the impact of a
1% error and 5% error on the performance of our BBA.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
We propose to verify the performance of the alignment

algorithms at the 2 km FACET SLC linac. The align-
ment will be performed in bins of 2-3 betatron oscillations
length, which corresponds to a few 100 meters of linac
length. 50% overlap between the bins is foreseen. The

Simula&ons	  performed	  with	  the	  tracking	  code	  PLACET	  
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System	  Iden&fica&on	  and	  BBA	  
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Lei:	  Speed	  of	  convergence	  assumed	  BPM	  resolu&on	  =	  10	  um	  (1	  itera&on	  =	  15	  
seconds)	  
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Right:	  EmiUance	  growth	  aier	  dispersion-‐free	  steering	  with	  imperfect	  model,	  compared	  
to	  the	  case	  with	  perfect	  mode.	  The	  results	  are	  the	  average	  of	  1000	  random	  seeds.	  
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The	  black	  line	  corresponds	  to	  exci&ng	  1	  mm	  
oscilla&on	  with	  BPM	  resolu&on	  =	  5	  um	  



T501:	  FACET	  test-‐beam	  proposal	  to	  study	  advanced	  
global	  correcCon	  schemes	  for	  future	  linear	  colliders.	  
	  

CERN-‐SLAC	  collaboraCon	  where	  algorithms	  
developed	  at	  CERN	  are	  tested	  on	  the	  SLAC	  linac.	  
	  

The	  study	  includes	  linac	  system	  idenCficaCon,	  global	  
orbit	  correcCon	  and	  global	  dispersion	  correcCon.	  
	  

Successful	  system	  idenCficaCon	  and	  global	  orbit	  
correcCon	  has	  been	  demonstrated	  on	  a	  test-‐secCon	  
of	  500	  m	  of	  the	  linac.	  

(Above)	  Measured	  Rx	  response	  matrix	  for	  the	  test-‐sec:on	  of	  the	  
linac	  (17	  correctors,	  48	  BPMs)	  

The	  sec:on	  of	  the	  SLAC	  beamlines	  we	  work	  on	  

T501:	  CERN	  BBA	  at	  SLAC	  

A.	  LaCna,	  J.Pfingstner,	  D.	  Schulte	  (CERN),	  E.	  Adli	  (SLAC)	  
(above)	  Itera:ons	  of	  orbit	  correc:on:	  convergence	  of	  the	  algorithm	  

(above)	  Horizontal	  and	  Ver:cal	  trajectories	  before	  and	  aPer	  orbit	  correc:on	  

RESULT:	  Example	  of	  global	  orbit	  correc7on	  of	  a	  test-‐sec7on	  of	  the	  SLC	  linac:	  

A. Latina CLIC Workshop 2013 - January 31, 2013 10 
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Experimental verification of wakefield suppression in 
the CLIC accelerating structures 

E. Adli (University of Oslo and SLAC.) on behalf of CLIC/CTF3 Collaboration., FACET User Meeting, SLAC, Aug, 2011 

15 

The performance of main linac accelera9ng structures has a 

profound influence on the energy reach, luminosity and cost 

of CLIC. 

The main crucial issues for the structures are: 

•  High gradient and power, 100 MV/m and 65 MW, opera9on 

at low, around 10‐7, breakdown rate. 

•  Strong long‐range wakefield suppression, about a factor 

50 in six rf cycles (corresponding to bunch spacing). 

•  Micron precision fabrica9on and alignment tolerances. 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Motivation 

E. Adli (University of Oslo and SLAC.) on behalf of CLIC/CTF3 Collaboration., FACET User Meeting, SLAC, Aug, 2011 

16 

High‐gradient performance is being verified in high‐

power tests at SLAC, KEK and CERN.  

High‐precision manufacture studies are underway, 

prototype are being made and tolerances are being 

verified. 

On the other hand, the long range wakefield behavior 

of the structures is determined primarily by:  

•  computer simula@on,  

•  along with verifica@on and benchmark experiments 

of related structures made at ASSET in the NLC/JLC and 

CLIC 30 GHz era. 

! 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Why? 

E. Adli (University of Oslo and SLAC.) on behalf of CLIC/CTF3 Collaboration., FACET User Meeting, SLAC, Aug, 2011 

•  One of the valida9ons for the 

CLIC baseline structure is to 

demonstrate that the 

computed transverse long 

range wake‐fields behavior is 

achieved in a prototype test 

structure.  

•  This will give us the confidence 

in the electromagne9c (EM) 

codes without spending excess 

9me and money in further 

prototyping. 

Why? 

TD26 accel. structure 

Regular cell geometry 

26 cells + 2 compact couplers 

G. De Michele, A. Grudiev BE-RF 
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Why	  FACET?	  

E. Adli (University of Oslo and SLAC.) on behalf of CLIC/CTF3 Collaboration., FACET User Meeting, SLAC, Aug, 2011 

•  Possibility of having 

driving and witness 

bunches with 

positrons and 

electrons. 

•  Adjustable bunch 

spacing for a 9ming 

span behind the 

driving bunch. 

•  Bunch length 

flexibility: ideally 

shorter than 1mm in 

order to resolve the 

3rd dipole band which 

shows up a peak 

around 40GHz.  
G. De Michele, A. Grudiev BE-RF 

Why FACET? 

Layout of the ASSET facility 

POSSIBLE LOCATION 

E. Adli (University of Oslo and SLAC.) on behalf of CLIC/CTF3 Collaboration., FACET User Meeting, SLAC, Aug, 2011 

•  Possibility of having 

driving and witness 

bunches with 

positrons and 

electrons. 

•  Adjustable bunch 

spacing for a 9ming 

span behind the 

driving bunch. 

•  Bunch length 

flexibility: ideally 

shorter than 1mm in 

order to resolve the 

3rd dipole band which 

shows up a peak 

around 40GHz.  
G. De Michele, A. Grudiev BE-RF 

Why FACET? 

Layout of the ASSET facility 

POSSIBLE LOCATION 
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ASSET layout and beam parameters 

G. De Michele - A. Latina 

Species e+ e- 

Energy [GeV] 1.2 1.2 

Charge [nC] 3.2…4.8 -2.6 

Sigma z [mm] 1 1 

γεx/γεy [mm mrad] 30/3 30/3 
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Prototype structure for wake-fields 
measurements 

E. Adli (University of Oslo and SLAC.) on behalf of CLIC/CTF3 Collaboration., FACET User Meeting, SLAC, Aug, 2011 

Prototype structure for wake‐fields 

measurements  

•  6 x TD26 accelerating structure 

•  Simple vacuum tank 

•  Clamped aluminum cells 
•  Total space needed: L x W x H ≅ 1.90 x 0.55 x 0.55 m 

vacuum tank 

≅1.5m 

≅1.9m 

beam pipe transition 

≅
0

.5
5

m
 

G. De Michele, A. Grudiev BE-RF 
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Deflection angle 
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transverse wakefield 

drive bunch offset 

witness charge 

drive bunch charge 

active length of the structure 

energy of the witness bunch 

The transverse wake-field can be extrapolated 
from the measurements of the deflecting angle 

 of the witness bunch  yφΔ
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drive bunch length 

witness bunch length 

Transverse 
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Transverse 
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ASSET measurement method 
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Main challenge 

E. Adli (University of Oslo and SLAC.) on behalf of CLIC/CTF3 Collaboration., FACET User Meeting, SLAC, Aug, 2011 

Main challenge ? 

21 

From the experiment proposal: 

An accurate data analysis is required 
 
•  Good knowledge of the optics is essential 
•  Orbit fit to determine the kick 

yφΔ

VOLUME 74, NUMBER 13 PH YS ICAL REVIE% LETTERS 27 MARcH 1995

of the main linac in the SLC for the purpose of measuring
the long-range wake field generated in a single X-band
structure. The remainder of the Letter describes ASSET,
the wake-field measurement methodology, and the results
from the measurement of the prototype X-band structure
in the first use of this facility.
Figure 1 shows a plan view sketch of ASSET with the

structure installed. During the measurements, the struc-
ture was maintained at its nominal operating temperature,
and its input and output rf couplers were terminated with
matched loads.
For the transverse wake-held measurements, the

positron bunch served as the drive bunch, and was
extracted from the South Damping Ring and injected
into the main linac via the South Ring-to-Linac (SRTL)
transport line. In the linac, the bunch passed through
the X-band structure and was then steered into a dump.
The magnet used for this purpose is also the first bend
of a chicane which transported electrons back onto the
linac axis. The electron bunch served as the witness
bunch, and was extracted from the North Damping Ring
at a later time (= t) and injected on axis into the linac
via the North-Ring-to-Linac (NRTL) transport line. In
transversing the test structure, the witness bunch was
defIected by the wake field generated by the drive bunch.
The witness bunch then passed through the chicane and
down the linac where its trajectory was recorded by
beam position monitors (BPMs) located in each of the
quadrupole magnets.
The transverse wake field was determined by measur-

ing the changes in the witness bunch vertical deflection
that resulted from controlled changes to the drive bunch
vertical offset in the structure. To formulate the measure-
ment approach, let Ayd denote the change in the vertical
trajectory of the drive bunch in the structure, parallel to its
axis. The resulting change to the witness bunch vertical
angular trajectory, 50y, due to the dipole modes is

AOy = AW&(t)hyd, (1)
where W~(t) is the integrated dipole transverse wake field
in the structure at the time t behind the drive bunch.
For convenience, W& is normalized in units of the drive
bunch offset, drive bunch charge, and structure length.
The proportionality factor, A, is

A=e LIdf/E (2)
where L, is the strength length, Id is the drive bunch
intensity (i.e., the number of particles in the bunch),
E is the witness bunch energy (1.2 GeV), and f, is a
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FIG. 1. Layout of ASSET in the SLC.

factor that accounts for the averaging of the drive and
witness bunch wake-field interaction over the longitudinal
distribution of the particles in the bunches (assumed to be
Gaussian with a sigma of 1.0 mm). As discussed below,
the 15.l 6Hz central frequency of the lowest dipole band
was the dominant wake-field component observed, so the
dilution factor corresponding to this frequency, f, = 0.90,
was used in the calculations.
The witness bunch deflections 56Iy were computed

from betatron oscillation fits to data from 24 BPMs
downstream of the chicane, and corrected for incoming
orbit jitter using the results from similar fits to data
from 17 BPMs in the NRTL. Special care was taken
to achieve an accurate measurement of the oscillation
parameters. The transport matrix elements needed to
do the fits were computed from the vertical oscillations
induced by changing the strength of two dipole corrector
magnets near the beginning of the NRTL. Computing
the elements in this manner incorporates the effects of
intrabunch wake fields, bunch energy and magnet field
strength errors, and scale errors of the BPMs in the fit
regions. It also makes the wake-field results independent
of a common scale error in the two BPMs neighboring the
structure which were used to calibrate the bunch steering,
and insensitive to the first order difference in these scale
errors, which at most should be a few percent.
The positron intensity was measured with a toroid in

the SRTL that has a few percent absolute accuracy. The
toroid was not recorded pulse to pulse but sampled (10
pulse average) every 2 min. The value that was sampled
nearest in time to the wake-field measurement was used
to compute the wake-field strength. Unfortunately, the
positron intensity was unstable for most of the running
period, which led to uncertainties in the inferred wake-
field strengths that varied from a few percent up to 10%.
Also, the average positron intensity decreased from about
2 X 10' to 5 X 10 during the run, and thus reduced
the sensitivity to the wake field proportionally. The
electron bunch intensity, however, was fairly stable at
about 1 X 10' .
To measure the temporal dependence of the wake field,

control of the relative bunch timing was required. Three
methods were used, each of which provided a different
level of control. The coarsest level was the 8.4 ns
clock period of the SLC timing system. By programmed
changes to all pulsed systems affecting the witness bunch,
its timing could be shifted in multiples of this period.
The change could be made quickly and produced no
noticeable differences in the witness bunch orbit upstream
of the structure. A finer level of control was achieved
by shifting the witness bunch timing in the injector so it
entered the North Damping Ring delayed by multiples of
the 1.4 ns ring rf period.
Finally, the South Damping ring rf phase control that

synchronizes the positron bunch, while stored, to the linac
rf phase, was used to achieve continuous time changes in
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Summary	  and	  outlook	  

Three	  experiments	  have	  been	  proposed	  to	  SLAC	  from	  the	  CLIC	  collabora&on:	  

1)  Verifica&on	  of	  Beam-‐Based	  Alignment	  and	  System	  Iden&fica&on	  
techniques	  for	  Future	  Linear	  Colliders	  (BBA)	  

2)  An	  experiment	  to	  test	  the	  suppression	  of	  the	  long-‐range	  wakefields	  in	  
the	  accelera&ng	  structures	  for	  the	  CLIC	  Main	  Linac,	  at	  FACET,	  has	  
been	  proposed	  (CLASSE)	  

3)  Collimator	  wakefields	  measurement	  (see	  next	  talk)	  

They	  all	  have	  been	  approved:	  
•  BBA	  has	  already	  given	  promising	  results,	  more	  data	  taking	  will	  be	  

performed	  soon	  
•  CLASSE	  might	  see	  the	  prototypes	  installed	  in	  March;	  it	  awaits	  the	  

positron	  beam	  to	  be	  performed	  


